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Abstract
Synthesis of reversible logic has become an active research area in the last years. But many proposed algorithms
are evaluated with a small set of benchmarks only. Furthermore, results are often documented only in terms of gate
counts or quantum costs, rather than presenting the specific circuit. In this paper RevLib (www.revlib.org)
is introduced, an online resource for reversible functions
and reversible circuits. RevLib provides a large database of
functions with respective circuit realizations. RevLib is designed to ease the evaluation of new methods and facilitate
the comparison of results. In addition, tools are introduced
to support researchers in evaluating their algorithms and
documenting their results.

1 Introduction
The number of elements integrated within digital circuits grows exponentially, leading to enormous challenges
in Computer Aided Design (CAD). Due to this exponential
growth physical boundaries will be reached in the near future. Furthermore, power consumption of circuits becomes
a major issue. To face these problems the research in the
area of reversible logic and its applications in low-power
design and quantum computing has become an intensely
studied topic.
In the past many researchers have focused on synthesis
of reversible logic (e.g. [16, 13, 1, 10, 8, 18, 19, 7]) using the different gate libraries including (multiple control)
Toffoli gates [17], Fredkin gates [5], Peres gates [14], and
elementary quantum gates [3]. Several synthesis methods –
heuristic as well as exact ones – have been proposed.
However, most of these approaches are evaluated with
limited sets of benchmarks. Due to page limitations many
synthesis results are presented only by listing the respective

costs but not the concrete circuit realization. This becomes
a significant issue, since some authors use their own cost
metrics, which makes it hard to decide which realization
is better than others. Thus, a complementary comparison
of different algorithms with respect to a large set of benchmarks is often not possible.
In this paper RevLib (www.revlib.org) is introduced, an online resource for reversible functions and reversible circuits. The motivation behind RevLib is to ease
empirical studies in order to improve the evaluation of
new approaches by providing an easy access to a large
and complementary benchmark database. The benefits of
widely used benchmark collections have already been seen
e.g. in the circuit domain with ISCAS benchmarks [4], in
the area of Boolean satisfiability by SATLIB [9] and by
TSPLIB [15] for the traveling salesman problem.
RevLib provides a benchmark suite of reversible functions. For irreversible functions several embeddings (containing constant inputs and gabarge outputs [11]) are available1 . The benchmark suite contains a variety of different
types of problem instances. Furthermore, for each function specification at least one reversible circuit realization
is given using different gate libraries. Thereby, reversible
circuits obtained from exact approaches as well as heuristic approaches are provided. This allows to compare (new)
algorithms with respect to the achieved quality. Figure 1
provides some screenshots of RevLib.
To fill the database any researcher can submit functions
and/or circuit realizations to RevLib. Since no widely accepted format for the specification of reversible functions
and reversible circuits exists, a standardized file format is
proposed in this paper. Additionally, several tools are provided supporting researchers in evaluating their approaches
1 Pure reversible functions are also called completely specified functions, while embedded irreversible function are called incompletely specified functions. Both, completely specified and incompletely specified functions will be defined in so called specifications.
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Figure 1. Screenshots from RevLib

and documenting their results, i.e. a Benchmark Generator
for creating random reversible functions with user-defined
properties and a Quantum Viewer (Quiver) for automatic visualization of reversible circuits given in the proposed format.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
describes the benchmark suite provided by RevLib. In Section 3 the standardized file formats are specified; Section 4
introduces the tools currently available at RevLib. Some
examples illustrating the advantages of a large benchmark
database are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Benchmark Suite
Generally, benchmark collections should provide a large
variety of problem instances allowing evaluation of different types of algorithms. The benchmark suite at RevLib
offers several functions from different domains, such as
arithmetic functions (e.g. adders, divisibility checkers, comparators, etc.), encoding functions (e.g. hamming code,
graycode, etc.), classes of functions (e.g. symmetric functions, linear functions, etc.) and algorithm-specific functions (e.g. worst-case functions for heuristic approaches,
hidden weighted bit function, etc.).
In the absence of suitable “real life” functions, it is desirable to generate pseudo random function. In Section 4.1
a tool for generating randomized benchmarks with userdefined properties is introduced. This tool has the capability to reproduce the same set of functions, given the same
parameters. Therefore, only the parameters need to be reported, not the specifications for the functions.

3 File Formats
This section describes the standardized file format used
at RevLib for the specification of reversible functions and
circuits, respectively. Both formats will be defined in ASCII
files consisting of two parts: the header and the specification.

3.1

Header

The header contains information about the characteristics of the instance, i.e.:
• Version: In order to support further enhancements, any
changes will be associated with a version number. The
version of a respective file is given by the line starting
with .version.
• Comments: Comments provide human-readable information about the respective instance, e.g. a short description, authors, or similar. A comment line starts

with a # character. All comment lines will be ignored
by programs.
• Number of Variables:
The line starting with
.numvars signifies the number n of variables (lines)
of the respective function (circuit). The number has to
be a positive integer.
• Variables: The line starting with .variables signifies the ordered list of identifiers for the respective
variables (lines). An identifier has to be a sequence
of letters, digits and underscores. In total, n different
identifiers have to be defined in a .variables line
(separated by spaces).
• Inputs/Outputs: The line starting with .inputs
(.outputs) signifies the ordered list of names of
the respective inputs (outputs). A name has to be a
sequence of letters, digits and underscores. In total,
n different names have to be defined in a .inputs
(.outputs) line (separated by spaces). Defining the
inputs (outputs) is optional. By default the names of
inputs (outputs) is equal to the respective identifier of
the variable.
• Constant Inputs: Constant inputs can be definied by a
line starting with .constants followed by a string
containing the values for the input constants (‘1’ for
constant one, ‘0’ for constant zero and ‘-’ if the respective input line is not constant) in the order they
appear without any spaces. Defining constant inputs is
optional. By default all inputs are not constants (i.e. for
each input the value is ‘-’).
• Garbage Outputs: Garbage outputs can be definied by
a line starting with .garbage followed by a string indicating whether an output is garbage or not (‘1’ if the
output is garbage and ‘-’ if the output is not garbage)
in the order they appear without any spaces. Defining
garbage outputs is optional. By default all outputs are
not garbage (i.e. for each output the value is ‘-’).
Following the header either the function or the circuit
have to be specified. Both specifications start with a line
containing the string .begin and end with a line containing the string .end.

3.2

Function Specification

A reversible function is specified by all its truth table
entries. The ith line (0 ≤ i < 2n ) of the specification gives
the respective output values (1 for one, 0 for zero and - for
don’t care) of the ith line of the truth table by a string in the
order they appear without any spaces.
Example 1 Figure 2 (a) shows a reversible function including one constant input as well as garbage outputs and don’t
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Figure 2. File format example
care outputs given as truth table. The respective specification of this function in the proposed format is shown in
Figure 2 (b).

3.3

Gate
Toffoli

Circuit Specification

A reversible circuit is specified by all its gates. The specification lists the gates in the order they appear in the design.
In the current version we distinguish five different gates,
whose specifications are given in Table 3.
Example 2 Figure 2 (d) shows a Toffoli gate network realization of the function considered in Example 1 (drawn
by Quiver introduced in Section 4.2). The respective specification of this circuit in the proposed format is shown in
Figure 2 (c).

Fredkin

Peres

4 Tools
In order to support researchers in evaluating their algorithms and documenting their results RevLib currently provides two tools: the Benchmark Generator and the Quantum Viewer (Quiver).

4.1

V gate

Benchmark Generator

The Benchmark Generator automatically creates random
reversible functions with respect to the following parameters, which have to be given as input:
• the number of variables in the resulting function
• the number of constant inputs in the resulting function
• the number of garbage outputs
• the percentages of the number of don’t care outputs in
the resulting function

V+ gate

Specification
A (multiple control) Toffoli gate is signified
by the character t and an integer indicating the size of the gate followed by a list of
identifiers for the respective lines such that
the target line is at the end of the list. Note
that Toffoli gates include (controlled) NOT
gates as well.
Example: t3 a b c
A (multiple control) Fredkin gate is signified by the character f and an integer indicating the size of the gate followed by a list
of identifiers for the respective lines such
that the targets of the gates are at the end
of the list.
Example: f3 a b c
A Peres gate is signified by the character
p and an integer indicating the size of the
gate followed by a list of identifiers for the
respective lines such that the targets of the
gates are at the end of the list.
Example: p3 a b c
A V gate is signified by the character v and
an integer indicating the size of the gate
(i.e. 2) followed by a list of identifiers for
the respective lines such that the target line
is at the end of the list.
Example: v a b
A V+ gate is signified by the characters v+
and an integer indicating the size of the gate
(i.e. 2) followed by a list of identifiers for
the respective lines such that the target line
is at the end of the list.
Example: v+ a b

Figure 3. Specification of gates
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Figure 4. Distribution of random functions
• the number of instances to be generated
The Benchmark Generator is implemented in C++ and
executable versions for Linux, Windows, and Mac OS are
available. The functions generated with this tool are representative with respect to all functions with the same properties. This was verified by a comparison of all completely
specified functions containing 3 variables (40320 in total)
with 500 random generated functions applying the same
properties. The result is shown in Figure 4. Here, the distribution of the functions with respect to the number of gates
in the resulting minimal Toffoli networks is compared. As
can be seen from the diagram the randomly generated functions show the same distribution as the complete set of 3variable functions does.

4.2

Quantum Viewer

The Quantum Viewer (Quiver) is an application to aid the
visualization of reversible quantum circuits. It displays an
image of a circuit (given in the proposed specification) and
saves this image as a bitmap file. A screenshot of Quiver
is given in Figure 2 (d). Currently Toffoli, Fredkin, Peres,
V, and V+ gates are supported. Further gate types (or sequences of gates listed above) can be added easily.
Features of the Quiver are:
• displaying the gate count
• calculating the quantum cost of the circuit based on the
decomposition proposed in [2]
• viewing the output of a circuit in truth-table form
• verifying the output of a circuit against a reversible
function specification or a function specification in pla
Quiver is implemented in C++ and executable version for
Linux, Windows, and Mac OS are available.

8

In this section some examples are given, which illustrate
why a collection of reversible functions and there respective
realizations is useful for research in the area of reversible
logic. Thereby, we only show the general idea with a small
set of benchmarks.
First, the results of several approaches – heuristic as well
as exact ones – for synthesis of networks containing multiple control Toffoli gates [12, 8, 6, 18] are considered. Some
outcomes are given in Table 1. H EUR denotes the number
of gates a network, obtained by heuristic approaches, contains while E XACT denotes the respective number for the
exact realization. The sources of the results are given in
column S RC.
As expected, the heuristic approaches are not able to determine the exact network for a given function in each case.
However, the direct comparison to the minimal realization
allows a better evaluation of the algorithms. For example, the function 3 17 is handled well by the heuristic approaches. In contrast the network obtained for alu is more
than a factor of two larger than the minimal one.
Another point is that – using RevLib – the concrete networks generated by the approaches are available (this is often not possible in the respective publications due to page
limitations). Analyzing these networks may lead to further
reductions. As an example Figure 5 shows a circuit representing the function alu obtained by the heuristic approach
proposed in [8]. Here, only output f is of interest since all
remaining ones are garbage outputs. If the concrete realization is available an easy reduction is possible, because
the last eleven Toffoli gates (marked by a dashed rectangle)
only influence the garbage outputs and thus can be removed.
Finally, the effect of applying different gate libraries is
considered. Some result are shown in Table 2. Column T
denotes the gate count of the exact networks containing
multiple control Toffoli networks only. The next columns
list the gate counts when multiple control Toffoli and Fredkin gates (T+F), multiple control Toffoli and Peres gates
(T+P) and multiple control Toffoli, Fredkin and Peres gates
(T+F+P) are used, respectively. Obviously, the use of different libraries results in different minimal circuits. With

Figure 5. Realization of alu
the help of a large set of realizations – as RevLib provides –
such effects can be observed more easily.

6 Conclusion
In
this
paper
we
introduced
RevLib
(www.revlib.org), an online resource for reversible
functions and reversible circuits. RevLib provides a
wide range of reversible functions and their realizations.
Therefore, a standardized format has been introduced for
specifying the respective functions and circuits. Furthermore, tools have been proposed helping researchers in
evaluating their approaches and documenting their results.
Some of the benefits of RevLib have been discussed.
Researchers are welcome to submit their own functions and
circuits to RevLib.
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